
 

   

 

   

First Time Suit Buyer’s Guide 
 Finding the perfect suit can be one of the hardest parts of competition prep, but don’t 

worry, we are here to help! In this guide, you will find information about choosing the right 
back cut, taking the correct measurements, picking connectors to accentuate your frame, 

and everything else to ensure you pick the perfect suit.   
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Back Coverage 
  
One of the most important things to consider when ordering your competition bikini is the 

back coverage. Angel Competition Bikinis offers 4 different back coverage options; The 

Pro Cut, The Brazilian Cut, The Moderate Cut and our Standard Figure Cut.  Consider 

these 4 topics before choosing your cut:  

  

1. Your league's rules -  the rules of back coverage differ greatly among the different 

leagues and states. Some leagues require 50% back coverage whereas some leagues have 

no rules at all. Talk with the show presenters or check the competition website for the rules 

of your league. If 50% back coverage is required, order the moderate cut. If you are 

competing in the figure or physique division, your choice is easy: our Standard Figure Cut. 

It meets the requirements of the figure and physique division in all leagues.   

 

2. Your glute measurement - this is the measurement around the biggest and fullest part 

of your butt. It is important to consider this when choosing your cut. The pro cut will look 

very different on 33 inch glutes and 39 inch glutes. We do not recommend ordering the pro 

cut if your glute measurement is above 38 inches, however if you really want to show off 

your assets we won’t discourage you!   

3. Your comfort level –  this is an important consideration that is often overlooked. 

Remember that your family and friends and the entire internet may see your competition 

photos. If you are a little self-conscious of your back side, you should stick with the 

moderate cut or possibly the Brazilian cut. One of the most important parts of your stage 

presence is confidence, we want to make you the perfect bikini that makes you feel on top 

of the world confident when you put it on!   

4. Your experience –   If you are competing on the national level stage, you most likely 

will want to  go with the pro cut. For first time competitors, we do not recommend the pro 

cut. The pro cut is very revealing and can be overwhelming for your first show.   

  



Here are some helpful photos to help determine what our different cuts will look like on 

your frame.   

  

  
  

  
Pro - Our most revealing cut, designed to really show 
off the glutes. This cut especially accentuates glutes 
on petite athletes. Minimal coverage. Micro Pro cut 
available upon request.   

  



  

 

  
Brazilian - Our most popular cut. Shows off the glutes 
while providing more coverage than the Pro. 
Recommended for NPC athletes. Has 1 inch more 
fabric on each cheek than the Pro cut.   



  

 

  

Moderate - Our most conservative cut. Can be worn by any 
athlete in any league. Has 1 inch more fabric on each cheek 

than the Brazilian cut.   

  

  

  
  

  



 

For figure style, we only have 1 cut which is our standard figure cut. It meets the 

requirements of the figure and physique division in all leagues. 

  
    

 

 Figure – Standard style and coverage for either figure or 
physique division.    



 
 

Measuring for your Suit 
To make your suit, we need the measurement around the biggest part of your butt/glutes. 

This is not the measurement of where your hip bones are, or where you wish to wear your 

suit. To put it simply; put your tape measure all the way around your butt and find the 

biggest measurement. This number normally falls between 32-39 inches. Your number 

could be a few inches smaller or larger than this normal based on your anatomy and stage 

readiness.   

 

If you added a crystal back connector to your suit, we will also need the measurement 

directly under your bust. Wrap the tape measure around your ribcage where your sports bra 

band would sit and measure.   

       



 

Choosing the right top size to flatter your figure 
The size you choose is a personal preference of how you want the top to look on stage. All 

of our cups are rounded with pockets sewn in so you can add as much or as little push up 

as desired. We recommend using a tape measure on yourself to see how the cups will fit. 

Keep in mind that they are stretchy. If you are wanting to add a lot of stuffing to create the 

illusion of a fuller chest, choose a size medium.   

  

 

               



This photo shows the difference between a medium and large top on a frame with 
breast implants. 



This photo shows how a small figure top fits on different frames. Left photo shows a 5’0’’ 
frame without breast implants, middle photo shows a 5’4’’ frame with breast implants, and 

right photo shows a 5’6’’ frame without breast implants.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



This photo shows how a medium figure top fits on different frames. Left photo shows a 
5’0’’ frame without breast implants, middle photo shows a 5’4’’ frame with breast 

implants, and right photo shows a 5’7’’ frame with breast implants. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

                              

 



Connectors 
Every suit comes with 2 top connectors, 1 middle connector, and 2 bottom connectors.  

 

 



 
Take your physique into consideration when choosing connectors. Pick whichever 

connectors you think will flatter your physique the best. If you have great abductors, 

connector #4 will look the great; they are small and won't distract from your muscle. #4 is 

also great for petite athletes because they are small and will not be overwhelming on a 

petite frame. If you’re shorter we don’t recommend getting the long dangle connectors 
(#6). They can make your legs appear shorter, #3 is a great option for shorter athletes. 

Taller athletes look great with connector #6. You can't go wrong with connector #1 which 

is our most popular.  



Fabric 

Consider your skin color on stage before choosing your fabric color. You want your suit to 

stand out on stage so pick a contrasting color from your skin.  Our favorite fabrics are:  

hologram eggplant purple, hologram emerald green, hologram royal blue, sequin 

cranberry, sequin teal and sequin aqua. If a crystallized suit is not in your budget, we 

recommend ordering a sequin fabric to help stand out on stage.  Be cautious when ordering 

a light color fabric and be prepared to get the darkest tan of your life if you want a light-

colored fabric.  If you have blonde hair, we suggest choosing a darker color to contrast 

with your hair. If you have red hair, we suggest choosing a suit that is not in the purple/red 

department. This includes: sequin and hologram cranberry, hologram purple, and all our 

reds. Hologram eggplant is the exception which looks great on redheads. If you have 

brown or black hair, we like bold colors like electric purple, emerald green, and sequin 

aqua.   



 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



Crystal Options 
The crystals pictured here are the crystals that we always keep in stock.                               

If you're looking for a specific crystal color please email Lauren at Lauren@acbikinis.com. 

 
We realize it is difficult to tell what each crystal color will look like on certain fabrics. 
Please refer to our Instagram to see lots of different crystal color and fabric 
combinations. If you are still unsure of what crystal color will look best on your fabric 
choice please email Lauren at Lauren@acbikinis.com  AB is the abbreviation for Aurora 
Borealis which is a special finish applied to the crystals to make them more radiant. Aurora 
Borealis is the phenomena in the northern skies. The same shimmering rainbows of color 
can also be seen radiating from the ab crystals. Crystal clear is not an AB crystal therefor 
there is no color to it versus crystal ab which has iridescent hints of every color with light. 
The AB crystals are a more expensive crystal and will sparkle more on stage.  
 Here are some descriptions of our similar crystals colors: 

Aqua ab: A light blue crystal with iridescent hints of green 
Light sapphire ab: A light blue crystal with iridescent hints of pink and purple  
Sapphire ab: A blue crystal with iridescent hints of pink and purple 
Peridot ab: A light green crystal with iridescent hints of blue 
Emerald ab: A green crystal with iridescent hints of blue 
Black ab: A dark crystal with iridescent hints of green, blue, and purple 
Purple ab: A purple crystal with iridescent hints of blue  
Light amethyst ab: A light purple/pink crystal with hints of green and blue 
Red ab: A red crystal with hints of purple and blue 
Fuchsia ab: A dark red/pink crystal with hints of purple and blue 



FAQ’s 
1. How do I know what back cut to get? 

This depends on the size of your glutes and how revealing you want your suit to be. We 
recommend the Brazilian cut for most bikini competitors. If you are competing in a league 
that requires 50% coverage we recommend the moderate cut. 

   

2.  What kind of padding do you provide? 

All our suits have sewn in sleeves in the cups with 1 pair of removable molded inserts. 
You will be able to add or remove as much padding or a little as you would like.  

  

3. Which bottoms are acceptable at my show? 

We have made the Pro cut for NPC, NANBF, and WBFF athletes and have never had an 
issue with disqualification. If you are concerned; order the Brazilian or Moderate cut.  

 

4. My show is in 18 weeks, is it too early to order a suit? How do I know what size I 
should get? 

No, it's never too early to order your suit. It is great motivation to have your suit to look at 
all the way through prep! We make the suits with high quality four-way stretch nylon 
spandex which allows for normal weight fluctuation of competitors. We also leave 2 
inches of fabric behind the back connectors that allows the suit to be brought in or taken 
out easily by your local seamstress or anyone that can sew.  

 

5. I know I will lose a lot of weight before my show, how will sizing work? 

We use your current glute measurement along with your anticipated weight loss until your 
show date to make your bottoms fit perfect. The anticipated weight loss does not need to 
be an exact number; a rough estimate will be fine.   

  

 

 

 

 



6. If I know my stage measurements do you want those? 

We only ask for your current measurements and anticipated weight loss. If you know what 
your stage measurement will be, put those measurements instead with anticipated weight 
loss of zero. 

 

7. What is your return policy? 

We start from scratch on every bikini and make your bikini based on your measurements. 
They are very custom fit to your body and your measurement therefor we have a very strict 
no return policy. We guarantee that every suit we sell is brand new and do not accept 
returns or exchanges. If you are not satisfied with your suit or if it does not fit you how you 
want please email lauren@acbikinis.com. 

  

8. What if my suit doesn't fit me? 

When you first receive your suit, it should be small. If the top is too small, take out the 
pads and you will find there is a lot of extra room. If the top is too big it can be scrunched 
together through the tunnel to make it smaller. You can also add extra stuffing to fill it out 
if it is too big. The bottoms should be snug when you get them. They come with extra 
fabric in the back that can easily be taken out or brought in by a local seamstress. Because 
of the spandex fabric we use, our method of sizing our suits, and our experience of being 
competitors, we have a very good history of fitting even after a 25 pound weight loss.  

 

9. Can I customize the bottom front cut of my bikini? 

Yes, our suits are made to order, so you can customize any part of them. Our typical front 
rise is 6.75 inches from the crotch on average. If you would like a higher more 
conservative cut for whatever reasons (c-section scars, stretch marks, etc.) we recommend 
a 7.5 inches’ front rise. You can write this in the “Notes Section” at the bottom of your 
order form.  

 

 

10. How can I contact you?  

If your answer is not answered here, please e-mail Lauren at lauren@acbikinis.com and we 
will get back to you in 2 business days or less.   

 

 

 



  

11. Do you ship internationally? 

Yes. If you are buying from anywhere besides the US we recommend ordering 12 weeks 
from when you need the suit. After we ship your suit and it leaves the US we have no 
control over it. Sometimes mail gets held in customs for weeks. Angel Competition Bikinis 
is not responsible for a delay in international orders due to customs.  

 

12. I ordered my suit and decided not to compete, can I cancel my order? 

No. Your suit is completely custom made to you. Please make sure you double check 
everything with your coach, and be confident with your fabric, connectors, and cut before 
you place your order. 

 

13. I ordered my suit and decided I want to change the color, connectors, or cut, what 
are my options? 

We do not allow any changes to be made to the original order. We strive to maintain the 
fasted turnaround time possible to ensure you get your suit as soon as possible. Please 
make sure you are confident with your color, cut, and connectors before you submit your 
order. 

 

 

 

 

If you still have questions, please do not hesitate to ask. Email lauren@acbikinis.com. 
Remember, the most important thing is to get the suit that YOU want to get. It’s your day, 
you should pick a suit that will make you feel confident and one that you absolutely love. 

Consult the color and cut with your coach, but the final decision should be made by you! 

You are the one that is going to rock your suit!  
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Angel Beachwear Sizing Guide 

 

 

 

Angel Beachwear is Angel Competition Bikinis’ line of beach suits. All suits are designed 
and made by Karah and Lauren. Our multi-way top can be worn 5 different cute and flirty 
ways. The top is fully lined and features removable molded padding and removable push 

up padding. Our double stranded bikini bottom has the perfect "Angel Cheeky" back cut to 
show off your curves just right. This bikini bottom is fully lined and features proprietary 
back elastic placement to accentuate your glutes. Scroll down to find your perfect size. 

 



          

                  Bottom Size                                                 Top Size                                         

Size Glutes 

XS 30”-32” 

S 33”-35” 

M 36”-39” 

L 39”-42” 
 

 

Our multi-way top can be worn 5 different ways. For a video on how to wear visit, 
http://angelcompetitionbikinis.com/collections/beachwear/products/coral-and-silver-multi-

way-top .

 

Size Bra size 

S 32A, 32B, 34A, 36A 

M 
34B, 36B, 32C, 34C, 36C, 32D, 34D, 

36D, 32DD 

L 34DD, 36DD, 32DDD, 34DDD, 36DDD 

http://angelcompetitionbikinis.com/collections/beachwear/products/coral-and-silver-multi-way-top
http://angelcompetitionbikinis.com/collections/beachwear/products/coral-and-silver-multi-way-top


 

 

Some of our favorite Angel Beachwear shots of some beautiful ladies. 

 



 

 

 

 

If you have any questions, please email lauren@acbikinis.com. We are happy to help! 
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